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IN D EC O R  LTD., IN C .*

InDecor L td ., Inc. is a small manufacturer of the Avant series of candleholders 

and is located in Omaha, Nebraska. Annual sales have increased from $20,400 in 1969 

when the company was founded to $72,000 in 1972. (Exhibit 1 & 2)

Manufacturing is of the sheet metal fabrication class and involves light punch 

press operations, assembly, welding, finishing, and packaging. (Exhibit 11)

The company distributes some 59 styles of candleholders and associated starter 

groupings (Exhibit 5) solely through factory coordinated sales representatives. These 

representatives have exclusive rights within their respective regions and display the 

products at regional gift shows. A  large portion of their sales is derived from calling 

directly on retailers and each representative receives a 2 0 %  commission on gross sales. 

A ll shipments and invoicing and any special problems are handled by the factory directly 

with the customer. Sales are also stimulated through a continuous advertising program in 

the two prime trade magazines and by the direct mailing of catalogs with self-addressed 

order forms to past customers. (Exhibit 3 & 4)

C O M P A N Y  H ISTO RY  (1969 -  1972)

InDecor L td ., Inc. was founded in early 1969 by M r. V ince  Berg, a draftsman 

with a large company in Omaha and an amateur sculptor in his spare time. After selling

*This case was prepared by James O . M cKenna, a Graduate Student of Creighton 
University, as a basis of classroom discussion and not to illustrate either effective or 
ineffective handling of an administrative situation.



several of his candleholders fo local gift shops in the area, he became convinced that a 

market existed for his products. Berg terminated his position with his employer and began 

producing the Avant series of candleholders which he sold at several regional gift shows in 

early 1969. Convinced that the small jobber operation was not overly profitable, Berg 

decided to rent a building in North Omaha, contracted with several sales representatives, 

produced his first catalog, and began full scale production of his products. Sales for the 

first 6 months' operations were $20,400 and net profit amounted to almost $4,000.

Objectives and Strategy

According to Berg, owner and president since the foundation of the company, " I 

have always mentally held as an objective an annual sales growth of 100%. Although 

somewhat idealistic, I felt it was certainly feasible. Sales growth in 1970 and 1971 

approached my expectations, however, due to general economic conditions following 

1971, sales tended to stabilize as many marginal retailers were forced out of business. 

Several other reasons for failure to attain the objectives were: 1) an insufficient priority 

in terms of time and concentration in the area of product development, 2) the necessity 

for devoting much of my personal time to every day production activities, and 3) the 

tremendous amount of time devoted to the financial reorganization in order to obtain 

funds desperately needed for production."

Organization

As a proprietorship from 1969 to 1971, the organization consisted of V .  Berg and 

one to two other employees depending on fluctuations in seasonal demand. According 

to the president, "Early  in the company history, I was fortunate to hire Larry Herzberg,



on accounting major at the University of Omaha, as a part time clerk and bookkeeper. 

Herzberg and his instructor, M r. Lewis, designed many of the information systems utilized 

by the company, the more impressive os which are the filing system, office data work flow 

(Exhibit 12), and an accounting system which provides quarterly financial statements for 

decision making. It was herzberg and Lewis that advised a reorganization under Sub-Chapter 

S (Exhibit 10) and the application for a Small Business Administration loan during 1971.

"Basically, we issued $1.00  par value capital stock for the equity of the old business and 

created an intangible asset, product development, as a balancing figure. I feel very for

tunate to have been the recipient of their services since I am not at all adept in the area 

of accounting. Under provisions of the new charter, the organization was to become 

effective on 1 April 1972. Consequently, the company continued as a proprietorship 

during this period for income tax purposes. The M arch 31st year end was selected since 

it represented the lowest point in our operating cyc le ."

Product Development and Production

According to the president, the Avant candleholder series was designed with 

total compatibility in mind. Early production encompassed the employment of one or two 

additional laborers and the productions facilities entailed light punch press operations, 

welding, cleaning, painting and packaging. As the demand for the products increased, 

considerable time and expenditures were employed in the mechanization of portions of 

the manufacturing process. In late 1971, V .  Berg developed and implemented a conveyor 

system to replace many of the hand-operated cleaning and painting functions. The new 

system cleaned, dried and electrostatically painted the product in one continuous and



swift operation. In addition, Berg developed and implemented standard tool and die 

molds for the several styles of candleholders. This enabled faster production set up for 

changes from one style to another. According to the president, InDecor has technical 

expertise in the following areas;

efficient handling of short production runs;

handling and inventorying wide varieties of low -per-unit-value goods; 

fabrication and fixturing of hard to weld assemblies; 

application of braze welding as a production operation; 

knowledge of small parts processing;

application of superior quality finishes on products of greatly varying 

sizes and shapes;

a production dost manual that identifies the per unit cost of all material 

labor, and overhead for each product style at each stage of production 

and assembly. This is valuable for both pricing and determining 

inventory valuation.

Marketing Distribution

InDecor sells its products through factory coordinated sales representatives 

contracted through the two prime trade magazines. Early in the company history Berg contrac 

contracted with representatives in the North Central and Northeastern United States.

During 1971, the company expanded its representative system to include the Rocky 

Mountain region and the Southern Seaboard. Representatives in the Pacific Northwest 

and Pacific Southwest were established during 1972.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)



In response to a question posed by the case writer concerning sales breakdowns 

by state or territory, the president responded, "W e don't have any organized method 

of identifying sales by product, state, or territory. After you have been in this business 

for some time, one gets a gutsy feeling about what is happening. About the only real 

marketing information we have is a comprehensive filing system which identifies our past 

customers by name and address."

Advertising

The company follows a policy of running ads in the two prime trade magazines of 

the industry, G ift and Decorative Accessories and G ift Buyers Directory . Ads appear 

on either a full or half page and contain a sample selection of styles and pertinent data 

for ordering. Traditionally the ads have appeared in black and white. In addition, 

annual catalogs are distributed to sales representatives for use in calling on retail 

establishments. Each representative is also supplied with an assortment of company samples 

for merchandising primarily at regional gift shows.

Credit Policy

In speaking with the president about the company's credit policy, he expressed 

serious concern about problems in collections. According to Berg, and as outlined in 

the annual catalog, "The company feels that faith in mankind and basic Christian 

ethics are, in fact, the future of all men. In this spirit, the company asks only the 

integrity of the order and a reasonably prompt response upon its delivery and acceptance."

The company grants credit with terms 1/10, n/30. H istorically, however,



collection of accounts have been lagging the 30 day terms and according to Berg, 

overdue accounts are often paid net of the discount, regardless of the time factor.

The average order size according to Berg is $100. In the past, efforts by Dun and 

Bradstreet, the company collection agency, have proven fruitless. According to Berg, 

the size of the order often causes the agency to provide minimum effort in the company's 

behalf. When asked by the case writer whether any other methods were employed,

Berg responded, "O n ly  one, Dun and Bradstreet also provides a credit rating service 

to which we subscribe at an annual cost of $360. A  credit rating is called in on new 

customers and only those in the H -4  category are excluded. The latter are customers with 

the smallest net worth designated by the H prefix and the worst possible credit designated 

by the numeral 4. A ll other accounts are considered satisfactory, regardless of the rating.

Financing

According to Berg, "F inancing and working capital have presented problems 

since the company's foundation. During the early years, working capital was obtained 

by ordinary personal loans paying high interest rates. The increasing need for substantial 

working funds needed for increased production led to the application for the S .B .A .  loan 

and resulting financial reorganization during 1971 and 1972. The low profit margin and 

return on investment during 1971 were directly related to the reorganization and capital 

expenditures required of that period.

"Present working capital requirements are maintained by pledging as security the 

current accounts receivable. This method has proven very advantageous for the company 

since early actual or expected return on assets has not yet produced sufficient working



capital, and since many of cur accounts receivable collections are overdue v/ith respect 

to the 30 day terms.11

STRATEGY 1973

According to V .  Berg, InDecor's strategy for fiscal 1973 consisted of the following

1) Expand the Avant series by 18 new styles.

2) So lic it special designs manufacture for leading candle producers.

3) Develop a decorative garden fence for sale to major retailers.

4) So lic it subcontracting work in the area of special finish applications 

for small parts.

5) Design a special order form to be included in the annual catalog with 

the capability of being mailed directly from the customer.

6) Initiate an intensive direct mailing program of the catalog with order 

order form to past customers.

7) Convert from black and white to full color page ads in trade magazines 

and catalog.

8) Attend 5 - 7  spring gift shows to promote and effectively merchandise 

the company products.

9) Contract with additional sales representatives.

10) Aim for annual sales of $125,000 for fiscal 1973.

IN  DECO R  IN  1973 (A p r il-J u ly )

During 1973, InDecor expanded its product line by introducing 21 new products,



styles C A 0 9 0  through C A  111 and included them in the new color catalog for fiscal 

1973 distribution. However, due to the tremendous amount of planning and activity in 

overall preparation, the catalog was printed reflecting 1972 prices.

Early in the year the company discontinued using Dun and Bradstreet as a 

collection agency and subscribed to TransAmerica Computerized Service, a computerized 

collection agency that prints increasingly demanding letters on behalf of the company 

at a cost of $3.80 per overdue account. According to the president, the use of the 

service has caused a 5 0 %  increase in the collection of accounts turned over to agencies 

(usually 90 days overdue) and a tremendous decrease in collection costs. Dun and 

Bradstreet received 5 0 %  of the account for those collected under $100.

The company representatives attended several spring gift shows in the North 

Central and Northeastern territories. According to the president, the factory-attended 

shows resulted in so little sales contracts compared with their costs that the endeavor had 

to be cancelled.

InDecor did, however, successfully solicit a major candle manufacturer and 

contracted for candle holders compatible with their products. According to Berg, this 

type of account represents little risk in collection and every effort w ill be made in the 

future to solicit this type of clientele.

V .  Berg designed a decorative garden fence and attempted to solicit Sears 

with the product. However, Sears felt the cost was too high compared with other 

similar products. Berg decided to terminate the venture after realizing that it was 

impossible to cut costs on the product relative to similar competative designs. According



to Berg, " in D e c o r  could not mass-produce the item and achieve the cost benefit of 

large volume"

A  special self-addressed order form (Exhibit 3 & 4 ) was designed and included 

with ads in trade magazines and Avant catalogs (Exhibit 5) for 1973 distribution.

Past customers were subjected to an intensive direct mailing campaign utilizing 

the new forms and catalogs. According to Berg, the effort resulted in costs that exceeded 

2 0 %  of gross sales and the return on mailings averaged only 1% . Berg concluded that, 

although the plan had merit, it was financially expensive to implement.

N o  subcontracting work in the area of special finish applications was undertaken 

during the period. As of Ju ly  1973 sales were somewhat below comparable levels one year 

earlier. According to the president, the tempo was increasing as of the end of Ju ly  and 

he expected sales to equal the 1972 level. Berg cited the economic conditions and 

inflationary spiral as factors effecting early seasonal demand.

A t the request of the president, in anticipation of production increases for 

August and the fall seasonal peak, the case writer prepared an analysis of demand for 

InDecor products and sales by territory and state for the A p r i l- J u ly  period. (Exhibits 8 

& 9)

Larry Herzberg who had been employed part time as an accountant and clerk 

graduated from the University of Omaha and accepted employment with a national Big 

Eight accounting firm in the area on August 1st.



IN D EC O R  LTD., IN C .  ; A N  A N A LY S IS

Industry

The Giftware and Accessories industry consists of manufacturers and retailers that 

produce and sell household goods and accessories. Demand is traditionally at its peak 

during the fall months with maximum demand concentrated during the Christmas period. 

Representatives for retail establishments attend regional spring gift shows in order to review 

new products and contract for seasonal needs. In addition to the regional shows retailers 

subscribe to the trade magazines of the business as a major supplement to the shows and 

receive salesmen throughout the year at their retail establishments. During 1972 the 

industry accounted for some $7.6  b illion , much of which was concentrated in demand for 

household goods. During late 1972 and early 1973 many small retail establishments were 

forced out of business due to the general inflationary nature of the economy. As the in

flationary spiral increased, consumer expenditures for gifts and accessories declined 

causing marginal retailers to cut back on orders from manufacturers. The near term out

look as Lenox In c ., the leading competitor in the industry, sees it; is an increase in 

demand for late 1973 and 1974 due to a greater marriage rate and a rise in consumer 

spending for household goods. (Standard and Poors Industry Summary)

Company History

In Decor Ltd., Inc., a small manufacturer of the Avant series of candleholders, 

was founded by M r.  V ince  Berg in early 1969. As demand for gifts and accessories closely 

followed the tremendous rise in consumer spending during the late 1960's and early 1970's,
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InDecor increased sales from $20,000 to $72,000 in four years. Since its foundation the 

company has produced and marketed one product line, designed with total compatibility 

in mind. Major developements in the company history include a financial reorganization 

during 1971, expansion of sales territories from the Northern United States to include 

virtually all major sections of the country, the developement of a product cost and account

ing system that tremendously assists management in valuation and decision making, and the 

design and mechanization of portions of production that reduce the cost of goods manufactured.

The company has historically distributed its products through factory coordinated 

sales representatives or organizations. The representatives have exclusive rights within 

their respective regions displaying the product at regional spring gift shows and calling 

directly on retailers. Each representative receives a 2 0 %  commission on gross sales and 

all shipments are handled factory direct with customers.

Advertising for the company consists of ads in the leading trade magazines and the 

annual issue of the Avant catalog for distribution by the sales representatives.

Production is of the sheet metal fabrication class; including light punch press 

operations, assembly, welding, finishing, and packaging for shipment.

From the beginning the company has been virtually a one man organization; a 

phenominon typical of many small businesses. Additional employees are contracted only 

to meet seasonal production increases during the fall months.

Pre 1973 Strategy

The strategy implemented by InDecor prior to 1973 was predominated by an emphasis 

in growth and financing. The following represents InDecors strategy as identified from the

material in the case:



1) Increase sales by 100%  per year.

2) Open new territories each year by contracting with additional sales representatives 

through leading trade m agazines.

3) Effect a financial reorganization in order to obtain additional v/orking capital for 

increasing production needs.

4 ) Automate portions of the production process in order to reduce costs in manufacturing. 

Evaluation of Pre 1973 Strategy

The strategy of aiming for a 100%  annual sales increase was somewhat unrealistic, 

although it did account for substantial growth. In 1970 and 1971 annual sales growth for 

the company increased by 7 0 .2 5 %  and 81 .3 5 %  respectively. (Exhibit 7) Much of the 

growth corresponded to the nature of the economy and consumer spending as well as efforts 

on the part of the company to obtain such an objective.

In my opinion the president expressed the nature of the dilemma when he attributed 

failure to attain the goal as “an insufficient priority in terms of time on his part to effectively 

plan, develope and control the business." This is typical of many small businesses. The 

owner is usually so engrossed in everyday problems that the type of planning and develope- 

ment necessary to obtain such high goals is virtually neglected.

The change in consumer spending, heavy investment, and costs of reorganization, 

together with the increased demands on the president are directly reflected in the modest 

sales increase of 1 4 .3 4 %  during 1972.

Growth particularly in early years is a critical factor in establishing the company 

and its products. The strategy to increase sales each year by expanding territories and in

creasing market penetration is basically sound, however, InDecor placed too much importance

12
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making. Without an established earning record or prior credit with local lending institutions, 

working capital financing is extremely difficult. By reorganizaing pursuant to Sub-Chapter S # 

the company shifts from unlimited liab ility status and obtains minor tax advantages.

The mechanics of the reorganization, however, are questionable. It appears as if 

the $40,000 product development asset was arrived at merely as a balancing figure. Intangible 

assets such as product development and organizational costs, although estimates, should be 

realistically valued and substantiated with facts since they may be amortized against income 

in future periods. In addition, sound accounting theory would specify; that in transactions 

involving an exchange of stock for assets other than cash and if the stock has no market 

value, the fair market value of the assets should be used as a basis for the stock.

The automation of portions of the production process by the installation of the conveyor 

system and tooling and die apparatus in order to reduce costs was an extremely successful 

strategy. For example, costs of goods sold for 1972 and 1973 are well below comparable 

ratios of earlier years (Exhibit 7), thus increasing gross profit and enabling more production 

with a minimum of set up time and cost of labor.

W hile the company was concerned with increasing sales and market penetration little 

effort was accomplished in establishing a marketing information system. According to the 

president, much of the decision making concerning marketing and production is intuitive in 

nature. The days of intuitive business decision making are numbered. If sales growth is of 

high importance to the company certainly marketing information would be invaluable.

Strategy 1973

The overall strategy for 1973 concentrates on strengthening the present market 

position of the Avant series and diversification. According to the case the following represent



the company strategy for 1973:

1) Expand the Avant series by 18 new styles.

2) So lic it special designs manufactured for large candle manufacturers.

3) Develop a decorative garden fence for sale by a large retailer.

4) Possible subcontract work in the area of special finish application.

5) Design a special order form to be included in the annual catalog 

and with the capability of being mailed directly from the customer.

6) An intensive direct mail program.

7) Conversion from black and white to full color ads.

8) Attend 5 - 7  spring gift shows to promote and advertise the company 

products

9) Contract with additional sales representatives.

1Ĉ  Attain $125,000 in annual sales for fiscal 1973.

Evaluation of 1973 Strategy

Basically, all elements of the strategy are sound. Each objective attempts 

to strengthen and increase sales by expansion of the present product line, solicitation 

of more reliable clientele, with a larger order size, increasing the effect of advertisi 

by switching to color, contracting additional representatives and attempting a direct 

mail program for past accounts.

The need for diversification is apparent. The present product is not likely 

to cause substantial sales increases as in the past. Genera! economic conditions are 

expected to improve to a limited extent. By developing a product that is more



purpose-serving, rather than strictly a superfluous decorative item in nature, should 

be at the heart of such a strategy. The realization of a need for diversification, however, 

represents good strategy. It is important that any new product be compatible with the 

present production and technical facilities employed by the company as well as cost 

effective in comparison with competitive products.

Although the company has the ability to apply special finish applications to 

products of varying sizes and shapes in production, subcontract work in this area would 

tend to distract from the main purpose of the company and require additional time needed 

desperately in routine functions.

The direct mail approach to past customers is sound strategy, if it can be imple

mented at a feasible cost. According to the case, the approach appeared to be both 

costly and failed to develop a substantial return. However, perhaps a segregation of 

those past customers who have continually re-ordered InDecor products would be more 

effective.

Although the company switched from Dun and Bradstreet to the computerized 

service, there is no provision in the strategy for tightening the overall credit policy 

so desperately needed or the establishment of a marketing information system. Both 

these areas represent critical problems since they have a direct effect on growth and 

profits.

Reference to Exhibit 2 indicates that administrative costs have been on a steady 

increase. Some type of strategy for evaluating and reducing these costs is considered

necessary.



Recommendations

The overall financial position of the company as of Ju ly  1973 is favorable, 

with the exception of several problems. Return on investment adjusted for the product 

development figure is an estimated 14%  and the resulting trend from 1972 is favorable. 

Demand for 1973 in itia lly  thwarted by economic conditions appears to be increasing 

and should approximate last year's level. Based on the favorable cost and profit trends 

and the general outlook for the future, I would recommend the following:

Asset Valuation

Intangible assets such as goodwill or product development are often scrutinized 

by investors ana' lending institutions. Unless there is a realistic valuation figure 

supported by objective evidence, mostwould completely disregard it in their analysis. 

An accountant would request a write down of these assets.

During the financial reorganization of 1971, stock was issued for the assets 

o f the old business. Since the stock was $1.00 par value and the assets transferred 

were considerably less, it appears as if the $40,000 product development figure was 

used as a balancing item.

Intangible assets are difficult to value, however, all efforts should be made to 

support said figure with objective evidence. The transaction during the reorganization 

might better have been achieved by allotting the difference between the par value of 

the sto<k and assets of the business to a Discount on Common Stock Account. This 

account could then have been deducted from common stock on the balance sheet to



arrive at proper equity value. Theoretical accounting v/ould hold that in transactions 

involving the exchange of stock for physical assets less than the book value of the 

stock, the difference be absorbed by a discount on the stock since the stock was worth 

less than the property received.

In addition to being scrutinized, the asset tends to distort the true return on 

investment rate since total assets are utilized as a denominator in the calculation.

Since investors and lenders w ill use this test to determine profitability, the higher 

the rate the better for InDecor. For example, the rare for 1972 is 6 .54  percent, 

but elim inating the $40,000 from total assets increases it to 14.5 percent, a more 

reliable rate.

Another consideration of importance here is that legitimate intangible assets 

in most cases may be amortized against income thus reducint the tax liab ility and 

although not a source of cash, it increases cash flow by restricting certain assets
\

from taxation. If the Internal Revenue Service is to accept an amortizable item 

objective evidence is a necessity.

Because of these facts, I would suggest that product development be re-eval

uated at a more reasonable and objectively substantiated figure. Any capitalizable 

costs that were applicable to the development of InDecor products prior to re-organ

ization may be included in the asset. Such costs may include: the cost of labor for 

research and development, costs of designing and structuring advertising strategy and 

cataloging, set up costs and experimental costs, including labor, overhead and materials 

for testing and development. The various costs involved should be listed with appropriate
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valuation figures to include some type of objective evidence in order to support the 

va luation.

After the new valuation figure is arrived at, capital stock account should be 

adjusted. If the asset is less than $40,000, which is likely the case, the Capital in 

Excess of Par Account w ill have to be eliminated and a Discount on Stock Account 

established for the difference between the value of the asset and par value of outstanding 

stock.

In addition, a useful life should be established for the adjusted product develop

ment figure and it should be then amortized against income for future years. The amor

tization is treated much like the depreciation account for tax purposes.

Staffing: The company is fortunate to have the accounting system alluded to earlier. A  

system that provides timely and accurate financial information for managerial decision 

making is a well functioning and valuable system. InDecor's accountant for the past 

few years has found other employment, leaving a void in the present system. Heavy 

production and seasonal demand is just around the corner. Accurate reporting and account

ing for financial information w ill be an increasing necessity. I would suggest that the 

company seek a replacement as soon as possible preferably a part time accounting student 

in his or her junior or senior year. This might be a requisite since the presentation 

of quarterly statements require a work sheet adjustment procedure.

Accounts Receivable Collection: The balance in the accounts receivable account and 

the several tests indicate that historically the collection on credit accounts have lagged 

30 day terms. Corresponding uncollectable accounts are also quite considerable in size.



This represents a serious problem area and one which is costly for the company • Con

sider this: Bad debts for 1972 were $2,565. Even though this figure is treated as an 

expense and deducted from income for tax purposes, it does not represent the true cost 

o f the bad debts to the company. The true costs to In Decor assuming a 10 percent 

profit margin is $25,650. That is, In Decor will need to increase Gross Sales by $25,650 

just to absorb the loss from bad debts.

In Decor has historically allowed extremely liberal credit terms followed by inad

equate collection methods. In my opinion the management is very aware of the general 

problem and has taken positive action . The shift from Dun and Braa’street to the com

puterized collection service has proven effective in collection, and efficient in cost 

sav ings. However, the primary problem still exists. The granting of credit to unreliable 

accounts will prove costly regardless of the collection agency used.

In lieu of these circumstances, I suggest that In Decor re-evaluate its credit policy 

and attempt to tighten up extension of credit to nonreliable accounts. A t present only 

the H -4  accounts are those that are refused service. I would recommend that any 

company regardless of worth be scrutinized for their re liability in meeting credit ob li

gations .

In addition, a form letter should be included with the invoice sent to the customer. 

These letters should deliberately become progressively more demanding. Usually the 

first such letter should simply allude to a possibility that the invoice has been overlooked 

and is over d u e ?  Subsequent letters may threaten collection. It is important that every 

effort of cordiality be adhered to in correspondence. Don 't attempt to deliberately 

upset the customer.



The accounts should be periodically subjected to an aging analysis (exhibit 13). 

This analysis w ill provide timely information concerning the status of collectability 

and indicates what progress has been achieved.

The important thing to remember is that increasing sales from year to year is 

of little importance if the accounts cannot be collected on a timely basis.

Marketing Information: A  company will depend heavily on the ability to sell its 

product utilizing the correct price, place, promotion and physical distribution system.

In order to achieve this mix, the company needs marketing information and more pre

cisely a Marketing Information System. InDecor lacks the necessary marketing informa

tion to enable management to make timely and accurate marketing and production de

cisions. Exhibits 8 and 9 are examples of types of marketing information. For example, 

InDecor added aseveral new products to their product line for 1973. Exhibit 8 shows 

the percentage of total demand for each product type. The new products in total 

account for roughly 24 percent of 1973 product sales. In addition, the table indicates 

those products that fail to contribute to sales. Armed with this information, management 

may eliminate the undesirable products and concentrate on developing replacement 

products of the type which are in the greatest demand. It also indicates that new 

products w ill, for the most part, contribute substantially to total demand thus increasing 

sales. Exhibit 9 on the other hand gives management a breakdown of sales demand by 

territory and state. This information is useful for promotional planning and expansion 

activ itie s.

A ll of the information indicated by the two exhibits is available from company



records and files. However, if the information is not organized for analytical purposes 

if is of very little use since it would require considerable time to collect on a moments 

notice. Management neither has the time nor money to spend several days collecting 

such information. Consequently, a Marketing Information System may be established 

which w ill provide such information at a minimum of cost and time.

Marketing Information System: The system (exhibit 14) is represented by a model that 

purports to assume reality. That is the M IS  will gather raw material (inputs), assemble 

store, and analyze (process), disseminate it in the form of information (output) to 

management, who w ill make value judgements and may, if the need arises, modify 

the objectives by increasing or decreasing the sophistication of the system (feedback).

The raw materials (input) are such things as invoices, purchase orders, order 

forms, essentially data which enters the system from external or internal sources. A ll 

business enterprises have an abundance of raw data on hand or filed in appropriate 

locations. The M IS  provides procedures for gathering this data, assembling and pro

cessing it for storage and future referral. Such forms as exhibit 15 A  and B may be 

utilized in collecting and analyzing the data. From this data collection form, tables 

such as exhibits 8 and 9 may be prepared at w i l l . These tables are referred to as 

Marketing Information since they are raw data that has been collected, processed, 

analyzed and disseminated to management.

The collection of data should be continuous, that is the collection worksheet 

should be incorporated into the clerks ordinary routine. For example, when the clerk 

receives an order, one of the tasks performed is typing the invoice. The clerk could



also, at this time, make appropriate entries on the data worksheet.

The value of this type of information is essential if management expects to stay 

on top of the situation. Receipt of timely and accurate marketing information as well 

as financial statements on a comparative basis w ill enable better understanding through 

increased information. This w ill increase the efficiency in planning and controlling 

the future of all aspects of the firm particularly production scheduling and marketing.

Additional Recommendations: Management should be aware of the inflationary sp ira l. 

InDecor prices should at a minimum keep pace with annual cost increases. This would 

necessitate estimating price increases each year in time for annual catalog printing.

The company should expand the product line by adding new products each year 

cmd eliminating those that are contributing least to sales. In addition, diversification 

into another product area should be given serious consideration. The other area, 

however, should be consistent with present production capabilities.

The present capital equipment and mechanization has reduced cost of goods sold 

thus increasing the rate of gross profit on sales by reducing labor plus set up costs. 

Continued efforts in this area w ill reap continued cost decreases. Administrative 

expenses should be controlled and perhaps the company should establish a short range 

objective in this area .

The company should increase correspondence with sales representatives and 

develop some type of productive feedback in order that external representatives have 

the ab ility  to inform you concerning changes in both the market and consumer attitudes.



T E A C H IN G  N O TE

O n  Strategy

Any company strategy w ill be, in most cases, directly affected by 1) the en

vironmental or market opportunity, 2) the corporate ability and resources, and 3) the 

personal values and aspirations of the corporate planners. To the extent that a strategy 

w ill be effective depends on the degree to which the company has coordinated these 

aspects 1) in terms of what is realistic and 2) in the implementation of its strategy.

InDecor's strategy was directly affected by each o f the influencing factors or 

components. The company recognized that there was a marketable opportunity for 

its product and increased demand from $20,400 to $72,000 in four years through a 

strategy that sought expansion of sales territories and increased market penetration and 

promotion.

The ability and resources of the company were limited to production of one product 

line, the Avant series. Consequently, company strategy was concentrated at maximum 

effort in expanding the line and developing cost effective mechanization in terms of 

manufacturing. Since the company was relatively young and without an established 

earning record, much effort is revealed in the area of financing.

Certainly the personal values and aspirations of the president have a profound 

affect on this particular strategy sequence. The presidents aspiration for a 100%  annual 

growth increase directly affected the strategy and in doing so several critical areas 

were neglected. W hile sales were increasing due to the heavy attention placed in 

this area, profits were being striped at an alarming rate from problems with costs,



receivable collections and high interest rates.

O nce  strategy is formulated the organization must be adapted or mobilized to 

accomplish the goals and predetermined objectives. The strategy and implementation 

should closely support the strengths of the company. In bridge, players w ill log ically  

lead from the strength of their hand. So in strategy and its implementation the company 

must attack with its strength. InDecor's strength was in its production capability to 

manufacture a certain type of product, one for which there was a marketable oppor

tunity. However, an organizational structure that compliments the implementation by 

the efficient utilization of informational systems and which provides for coordination 

of subdivided activities is necessary to successfully accomplish the purpose. Being a 

small business the company should be commended for the approach taken in this a rea . 

The production cost system and accounting information system no doubt aided manage

ment in many ways. However, the increased scope and responsibility of the president 

with respect to planning, coordinating, and control as well as the lack of marketing 

Information, created an anti-force in accomplishing strategy.

Planning company strategy and definitive purpose are necessary if the company 

is to stay abreast of competition in a highly technical and changing society. Caution, 

however, should be exercised with respect to stagnation. Innovation and creativity in 

product development should be at the core of every foward seeking organization. O nce  

full expansion of the present product lines and saturated market penetration becomes 

imminent the company must diversify in order to continue moving forward . InDecor's 

penetration with the single product series is leveling off. Product development and



diversification within the realm of production capabilities should be at the heart of 

future strategy.



ASSETSl
Current:
Cash inthe Bank.
Accounts Receivable(net)....
neceivables from Officer.....
Advances to employee........
Raw material............. .
work in Process.............
Finished Goods..............
Prepaid Expenses............
Deposits....................
Supplies......... ..........

Total Current: 
Plant and Equipments (net)
Office fur & equip..........
Automobile..................
Tools and Equipment.........

Total Plant & Equipment s 
Other Assets s
Organizational Cost.........
Product Development.........

Total Other :
TOTAL ASSETS:

LIABILITIES 8 
Current s
Accounts Payable............
Taxes Payable...............
Inuerest Payable............
Commissions.......... .
Notes Payable...............
Long Terms
Notes Payable Bank......... .

Total Liabilities :
EQUITY:
V. Berg, Capital........ .
Common Stock................
Capital in excess of par....
Retained Earnings...........

Total Liabilities & Equity:

l r x i u n u  u n  m u  -l l m  v

Com parative B alance Sheets
As Of D ec. 31

1970 1971

3071 3458
5542 12637

2d 100
2842 495
2401 2068
1030 3005

335 308
35 120

1181 2086
16465 24*297

309 604
617 o33

32J6
4 lo 2

4648
6O85

0 2931
0 40000
0 42931

20627 i m i

630 550
256 112

14 0
45 0

6747 2250

7092 17431

12935 0
0 4 3 5 5 5
0 13257
0 (930)

20627 73313

1972 197T

2097 1787
10470 7159

2255 3426
16 0

625 1075
2875 5360
2850 2b05

453 3172066 120
1574 1570
25302 23419

1435 1414
1715 1803Ob2o 6418
977o 9635

2931 2931
40000 40000
42931 52931

78009 75985

702 2469
465 (241

45 0
0 0

3250 3250

13910 12790
16392 16296

0 0
43555 43555
13257 1 1257

2805 877
78009 75985

E
xh

ib
its1



INDECOR LTD INC 
Comparative Income Statement 

Years

1969____________________1970__________________1971____________________ 1222________________ 1973*

Gross Sales.................................................. . . . .  20400 34730 02961 72011 11823
tie turns 6c Allowances...... . . . .  94 56 7 1523 1093 37
Sales Discounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 399 421 1075 57

Net Sales...... .......... . . . .  2030o 33764 61037 69843 11729

Cost of Goods Sold........ ____  10142 16695 37811 35814 5061

Gross Profit.............. . . . .  10164 I6869 23226 34029 6668

Operating Expenses:
Selling................... . . . .  4916 8335 15606 19231 2757
General die Admin.............................. ... --------- 1099 1556 6947 -2 5 2 2 1709

Operating Income................................. . . . .  4249 6976 673 5206 2122

Other Income............................................... ______ 0 306 332 227 45
Other Expense................. ...................... . . . .  (161 ) (1805) (976) (1698) (857 )

Net Income* ........................................... . . . .  3?88 5 1 Z Z 2£ 3735 1310

Additional data:

b a d  debt expense................................. 971 645 2565 728
Interest Expense.................................. 803 976 1366 b o d
Variable expenses......... 0 0 5 ? 2 d 5 0
Fixed expenses............ 0 0 7350 0
Depreciation.............. 433 674 812 348

* These figures represent only the months of April through July.
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ORDER FORM

A V A N T  Series Candleholders
InDecor Ltd. Inc. 2543 N. 16th Street 

OMAHA, NEBR. 68110 

(402) 422-1464

S O L D  TO SH IP  TO

DATE DATE
REQUESTED

DATE SHIPPED 
(LEAVE OPEN)

YOUR ORDER 
NUMBER

TERMS SHIP V IA IN VO ICE  #  
(LEAVE OPEN)

NET, 30

ITEM NUMBER QTY. COST TOTALS ITEM NUMBER QTY. COST TOTALS

CA003 3.00 EA. CA095 1.60 EA.
CA005 3.25 EA. CA096 1.60 EA.
CA019 2.60 EA. CA097 1.45 EA.
CA022 5.00 EA. CA098 1.70 EA.
CA025 15.00 DZ. CA099 1.60 EA.
CA030 7.20 DZ. CA100 1.70 EA.
CA035 3.35 EA. CA101 1.85 EA.
CA041 6.00 DZ. CA102 1.40 EA.
CA044 3.40 EA. CA103 1.40 EA.
CA050 2.70 EA. CA104 1.40 EA.
CA052 2.65 EA. CA106 1.50 EA.
CA056 2.50 EA. CA107 1.70 EA.
CA058 15.00 DZ. CA108 1.60 EA.
CA060 3.35 EA. CA109  1 1.70 EA.
CA061 3.00 EA. C A 1 10 1.50 EA.
CA062 3.25 EA. CA111 1.00 EA.
CA063 2.50 EA. SC003 4.00 EA.
CA066 3.25 EA. SC007 3.35 EA.
CA069 15.00 DZ. SCO 14 15.00 DZ.
CA070 2.00 EA. CH001 7.50 EA.
CA071 1.90 EA. CH002 5.00 EA.
CA072 2.25 EA. CH004 3.75 EA.
CA074 2.30 EA. CH005 5.00 EA.
CA076 10.00 DZ. CH006 6.50 EA.
CA079 9.60 DZ. CH 007 3.00 EA.
CA081 6.00 EA. LIST STARTER/SUPPLIMENT G RO U P IN G S 

O R N EW  PRODUCTS BELOWCA082 4.50 EA.
CA084 2.75 EA.
CA089 3.00 EA.
CA090 1.70 EA.
CA091 1.50 EA.
CA092 1.40 EA.
CA093 1.30 EA.
CA094 1.20 EA.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS O R REMARKS ORDER TOTAL
Minimum $50.00

FREIGHT
(Leave Open)

IN V O ICE  TOTAL

FREIGHT: Paid on $250.00 or More.
RETURNS: Full Credit For 30 Days— Any Reason.
D AM AG ED  G O O D S: Must Be Returned (at our expense) For Credit.

(Leave Open)

BUYERS SIGNATURE:
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CA005

, CAO52

CA019

CA06Í

CAOBO

CA069CA063

CA071

CA070

*CA061

'CA072

CA089

‘ SOME STYLES SHOWN WITH & WITHOUT A CANDLf

*CA084 CA081

CA082

•CA058

CA056



RECOMMENDED STARTER/SUPPLIMENT GROUPING

- immediate delivery (shipped w ith in  48 hours)
■ all items can be unconditionally returned w ith in  30 

days o f delivery (see guarantee)
- sconces and ceiling hung units optional

5.00 to
7.00 
Retail

3.00 to
4.50
Retail

Qnt. Catalog No. Price Totals Totals

3 CA005 3.25 9.75 ^
3 CA019 2.60 7.80
3 CA035 3.35 10.05
3 CA060 3.35 10.05 I SHELF
3 CA084 2.75 8.25 1 DISPLAY
3 CA089 3.00 9.00 / UNITS

ONLY

6 CA092 1.40 8.40 |
6 CA107 1.70 10.20 I
6 CA110 1.50 9.00 /

82.50

OPTIONAL SCONCE & CEILING HUNG STARTER/ 
SUPPLIMENT GROUPING

Qnt. Catalog No. Price Totals Totals
1 SC003 4.00 4.00
1 SC007 3.35 3.35
1 CH001 7.50 7.50
1 CH002 5.00 5.00
1 CH 004 3.75 3.75
1 CH005 5.00 5.00
1 CH006 6.50 6.50
1 CH007 3.00 3.00

38.10
Total Grouping Value With —~ fif.

Sconce & Ceiling Option

HOW TO REQUEST ORDER:

Please ship your 82.50 Starter/Supplim ent grouping only. 
Please ship your 38.10 Sconce/Ceiling grouping only.
Please ship your combined 120.60 grouping only.

NOTE: more than one of any of the above groupings may be 
ordered.

ON ORDERS INDICATING A PARTICULAR SELECTION 
OF ITEM SAND QUANTITIES, TWO WEEKS (FROM THE 
DATE WE RECEIVE THE ORDER) SHOULD BE A N T IC I
PATED FOR SHIPMENT.

M INIM UM  ORDER: 50.00 

IF YOU ORDER:
- and find  our workmanship less than supurb
- or find  some products to  be not what you expected
- or that they simply do not f i t  in your type of store;

THE ENTIRE ORDER M AY BE RETURNED FOR FU LL 
CREDIT ANYTIM E W ITH IN  T H IR TY  DAYS OF ITS 
D ELIVER Y TO YOU.

FREIGHT: - prepaid fre ight on 250.00 or more orders
- We guarantee the cheapest means o f transfer 

w ill be used except when you specify the

1

2543 N. 16TH S T R E E T  
OMAHA, N EB R . 68110 

402-422-1464

HÒzaz duttomzx:

dì(iz. c/fuant candlztiicd tzxizt t i  dztiynzd ivitfi "total 
comjtataiiLity ’ in mind. ( ! (  ìiztiizx it ( z  ^M,odzxn Udaniifi, 
¿axly cfynizxican, <£À/[zditzxxanzan, ox (Dld (~WoxLd; tdzxz 
i i  no dzcox too modzxn, xuitic, ox dittinctiuz fot c/f-uant 
dandLzfioldzzt.

dxzdit dPolicy
nVe. (zlizo z t(iat faitfi in mandind and ùatic ddxittian 

ztfiict axz, in faci, tdz futuxz of ali. mzn. On iH.it tjlixit t v e  

at(i only t(iz intzyxity of youx oxdzx, and a xzatonaHLy 
fixomjtt zztfiontz ufton iti dzliuzxy and acaz^itancz.

dì\zxc(ianditiny :
dì\zxc(iandiiiny of candlzt and candLzHoLdzzt, zozn 

tnoxz io t(ian in otiizx axzat of yift ditfiiay, it a cxitical 
factox. H7Hzy cannot ùz cLattifizd ai nouzltizt ox ai ¿ferrei 
io tzxuz a fiuxfiotz uritlìin tfiz fiomz (zyond tfizix ualuz ai 
a dzcozativz acczttoxy. H7Hzix taLzt xzlizt tolzly on tfiz 
dzyxzz of zncfiantmznt cxzatzd ivitHin a fiotzntial cut- 
tomzx tfixouyfi ifiz mannzx in wHicH it it ditfilayzd. HT'e 
(liyfily xzcommznd ditfiLayt comùininy candLzt and Holdzxt, 
yiuiny an zxtxa tHouydt to ivlxat xzally it an zxczjitional 
comùination inttzad of only ozxy attxactiuz. c/fLto ditjilayi 
on ylatt ox ayaintt coinfiatadz yzt conixattiny Haad- 
yxoundt can yxzatly maynify Ut imitaci on ifiz cutiomzxt
imayination.

S e i f  of Lucd alivayt and out uritHzt fox youx ( z t i  
yzax yzt.

dJ Hand you,

0 nHÒzaox, Jltd .

i(Pxztidznt

carrier.





CA062
CA 101

CA111
CA091

CA099

CA 102

CA092
CA003 CA 109

CA090i CA041

CA030
CAO 7 6

CA 104

CA098

CA094

CA022



PRICE LISTING:

CA003 $ 3.00 EA. CA091 $ 1.50 E
CA005 3.25 EA. CAO 9 2 1.40 E
C A019 2.60 EA. CA093 1.30 E
CA022 5.00 EA. CA094 1.20 E
CAO 2 5 15.00 DZ. CA095 1.60 E
CA030 7.20 DZ. CA096 1.60 E
CA035 3.35 EA. CA097 1.45 E
CA041 6.00 DZ. CA098 1.70 E
CA044 3.40 EA. CA099 1.60 E
CA0505 2.70 EA. CA100 1.70 E
CA052 2.65 EA. CA101 1.85 E
CA056 2.50 EA. CA102 1.40 E
CA058 15.00 DZ. CA103 1.40 E
CA060 3.35 EA. CA104 1.40 E
CA061 3.00 EA. CA106 1.50 E
CA062 3.25 EA. CA107 1.70 E
CA063 2.50 EA. CA108 1.60 E
CA066 3.25 EA. CA109 1.70 E
CA069 15.00 DZ. CA110 1.50 E
CAO 70 2.00 EA. CA111 1.00 E
CAO 71 1.90 EA. SC003 4.00 E
CAO 7 2 2.25 EA. SC007 3.35 E
CAO 74 2.30 EA. SC014 15.00 D
CAO 76 10.00 DZ. CH001 7.50 E
CAO 79 9.60 DZ. CH002 5.00 E
CA081 6.00 EA. CH004 3.75 E
CA082 4.50 EA. CH005 5.00 E
CA084 2.75 EA. CH006 6.50 E
CAO 89 3.00 EA. CH007 3.00 E
CA090 1.70 EA.

i

A V A N T  Series Candleholders are o f heavy, fabricated steel cor 
struction. No b rittle  casting operations are used what-so-ever. V 
styles are braze welded to assure strong uniform  and "clean" 
welds. A ll bases which might scar fine fu rn itu re  are protected 
w ith  rubber pads and all exposed spikes are protected w ith ru 
ber tips fo r customer protection. A ll products are individually 
packaged fo r protection during inventorying period, allowing iti 
to be sorted or transferred from  store to store w ithou t fear o 
damage. Our finish is an industrial grade enamel, electrostatical 
applied and infra-red baked. We know you w ill find  our prodi 
are designed fo r artistic, elegant, life-time beauty; and 100% 
guaranteed against shipping damage and poor workmanship.

V. E. Berg, president



ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
E x h i b i t # ?

1 .

2 .

3.

Sales Growth

19b9--1920____________1270--12,71 _

20400  -------- 34730 34? 30~ ------— 6296170.25# 61.35/q
Cost of Goods

10142---- 1 0 6 9 5
6 6 . 59^

I6 8 9 5------3 7 8 1 1
123.50#

Accounts Receivable Turnover & A g e *

_  _1271--12Z2
62961 —  72011 

14.34#

37811---- 35814
U i l M l

a)............ Net Credit Sales - Turnover
Average Accounts receivable

4.

1971 1972

61037/5542+12637/2 69843/12637+10470/2

6.71 6,04

b)......... ..... Days = Age
Turnover

360 / 6 .7 1

53.65 d a y s

Sa w  Materials Inventory T u r n o v e r :

360/6.04 

59.60 days

Cost

1221

of Materials Purchased 
Average Inventory

1221

2642 '
2 2 26.. 
- 1 — ^ 9 5

2

11695 
> 9 5  + 6 2 5  2

4.43 times 20,8 times

5» Current R a t i o »

Current Assets 
Current Liabilities

1221 1972
24298/2913

8 . 3 4 t l

25303/1232

20.5*1



E x h i b i t # ?
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

b. Return on' Investment;

Net Income + Interest Expense 
Total Assets

1970 1971 m i

5 4 7 7 + 6 0 3
20630

29+846
73315

27.25.f t f M
78009

6 .54#

7 . Finished Goods T u r n o v e r *

______ Cost of Poods Sold_____
Average Finished Goods

m i m i m i

10695 37611 3 5 o l 4  
2029 3219 2927

0.33 tines 11.75 tines 12,24 tines



PRODUCT DEMAND ANALYSIS 
(FIRST 2 ^U A r TDRD)

_________________L 1 9 Z U ______________

Product % Product % Product %

CA003 • 70 CA071 1.51 CA101 .63
CA005 3.17 CA072 ,db CA102 . 2 7
CA019 2.40 CA074 ,dd CA103 . 1 0
CA022 .41 CAO 70 3.41 CA104 1 . 0 7
CA025 2.35 CA079 .74 CAlOb . 5 3
CA030 d.74 CAOdl .33 CA107 2 . 4 5

CA035 1.64 CA0d2 . d o CAlOd . 5 7
CA041 14.90 CA0d4 1.64 CA109 . b4
CA044 .62 CA0d9 3.13 CA110 2.91
CA050 .77 CA090 .77 CA111 2.41
CA052 . 2 5 CA091 1 . 2 1
CA05o . 6 0 CA092 3.17 SC003 . 6 5
CA05d 2.04 CA093 .45 SC007 1.13
CAOoO 1.35 CA094 .76 SC014 2.37
CAOol .44 CA095 1.3d CH001 1 . 1 1
CA062 1.45 CA09b 1.27 CH002 1.30
CA0b3 1.71 CA097 . bb CH004 .97
CAObb 1.3d CA09d 1 . 1 8 CH005 1.27
CAOoO 5.03 CA099 . ob CH.006 1 . 1 0
CA0?0 1 . 2 0 CA100 . uo CH007 1 . 6 9

* Percent figures are percents of the total demand for all products during 
the period of study.

* The starter groupings appear to be very pop u l a r ,especially the shelf display units.



SALES BY STATE & TERRITORY 
(FIRST 2 QUARTERS)

1222

ATLANTIC N O R T H E A S T S % SOUTH SEABOARD t %

Ma i n e .................................  .27
New Hampshire....................... 2.56
Vermont.............    .00
Massachusetts....................... 7.42
Connecticut.........................  . 6 3
Rd. Island..........................  .00
New York.............................  7 . 5 2
New J e r s e y .............    . 9 3
Pennsylvannia....................... 9 .O6

TOTALS 26.59
NORTH CENTRALS

O h i o ...........
Indiana........
Minnesota.....
Wisconsin.....
I o w a ............
Illinois......
Mi c h i g a n......

CENTRAL MIDWESTS
TOTAL $

.24
1.11

10.57
5-35
1.75

1 3 « od
1.71

34.41

K a n s a s...... ......... • 7 A
3.04 
1.37 
2 ?Q

M issouri..............
N . Da k o t a .............
S. D a k o t a ............. 1.40

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST;
TOTALs

California........... . 3.42 
.41 

--3.03
N e v a d a ................ .

TOTALs

New M exico................................ 30
T e x a s ...................................... 00
Oklahoma...................................00
A r kansas...................................74
Louisiana............................ 1. 50
Mississippi............................... 3 1
Tennessee.......................... . 1.40
G e o r g i a ..........
A l abama..........
F lorida......... .
N. Carolina...., 
S. Carolina....,
Virginia.........
Maryland...... .
Washington, D.C,

..............   .06

......  .64

..........  5 . 0 9

.................. 00

................ 00

......  1 . 0 9

.........  . .66

..........  - z 2 1
TOTALS 12.20

ROCKY MOUNTAINS

C o lorado............... 4-79
1.40
.34
.00
.00

6 . 5 3

C a n a d a ..................
M o ntana..............
A rizona................
Wyoming................

TOTALS
PACIFIC NORTHWEST $

A l a s k a .................. . 5 2
.49
.00

2.48
3.^9"

Washington.............
Idaho. ..................
Oregon........... .....

TOTALs

6#
hT
qT
qx
s



ORGANISATIONAL STRtJCTJRE

+>
-H
X)

-C
N
M

STOCKHOLDERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

C h airman. ............... ..V. Berg
Secretary/Tres......... ..Herzberg
V. P r e s .................. ..Lewis

PRESIDENT 
V. BERG

Advertisings Product Developmen Manufacturing:
V. Berg V. Berg V. Berg

1 to 4 employees
• ’

Marketing Dis. 

Area Sales Reps

Accountingt 

L. Herzberg
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P R O D U C T I O N  P L O W

FINISHED GOODS INV
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BflCfi.m abfiS,.AgINtt ANALYSIS

AGE ft Accounts $ Accounts Dollar Value Dollar
Value

Current
% *

1 - 3 0

3 1  -  6 0

6 l  -  9 0

9 1  -  1 6 0

, 1 8 1 ------------

1

Totals t 1 0 0 $ 1 0 0 $ fT
#

4
T

Q
T

M
x

a



MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEM
Exhibit#!
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M ARKETING INFORMATION DATA COLLECTION 
WORKSHEET

CA003 C, o o Vv CA019 CA022 CA025 CA030
ate Amt S i*% Date Amt S C Date Amt S c Date Amt S C Date Amt S C Date Amt S

T
c

■

•

-

I



Ex
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I

MARKETING Information
WORKSHEET

DATA COLLECTION

ITEMS IN COLUMN*

DATE* Enter date ordered.

AMT: Enter quantity ordered.

C : Customer status.

n .  . .new
o .  ..old
d...direct mail
s . ..sales rep
t .  ..trade magazine

S* State of Order

1. Alabama 26.
2. Alaska 27.
3. Arizona 28.
4. Arkansas 29.
5 . California 30.
6. Colorado 31.
7. Connecticut 32.
8. Delaware 33*
9. r lorida 34.

10. Georgia 35*
11. Hawaii 36.
12. Idaho 37*
13. Illinois 3d.
14. Indiana 39.
1 5 . Iowa 40.
lo. Kansas 41.
17. Kentucky 42,
18. Louisiana 43!
19. Maine 44.
20. Maryland 45.
21. Massachusetts 46.
22. Michigan 47.
2 3 . Minnesota 48.
24. Mississippi 49.
2 5 . Missouri 50.

51.

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
D.C *
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